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    Patient Participation Group – Minutes & Actions 
        Tuesday 7 December 2021 1-2.30pm 

 
Attendees:  
Alex Camies, Chair (AC) 
Marion Cox, Committee (MC) 
George Gard, Committee (GG) 
Joan Carter (JC) 
Ian Baker, Secretary (IB) 
Denis Costello, Committee (DC) 
Elizabeth Atere-Roberts, Committee (EAR) 
Rae Milton Lee, Committee (RML) 
Elizabeth (Liz) Jones, Committee (EJ) 
 
Dr. Simon Parton, GP Partner (SP) 
Janice Heredia, Patient Liaison Officer (JH) 
Pat Medford, Patient Services Manager (PM) 
Karen Wiseman, Social Prescriber (KW) 
 
Committee Apologies: Ann Talbot, Committee (AT) 
 

 
1. Apologies 

Apologies were received from AT. 
 

2. Matters arising from previous meeting (19 October 2021) 
  The minutes from the meeting were agreed. 
 
 Updates on action points from meeting 19 October 2021 were as follows:   
 

c/f Action i: PM to consider suitable content now for waiting room screen and arrange screen update. 
This action is still required.  
 
Action ii: AC to arrange selection of a new Committee Secretary for next meeting. 
The Committee selected Ian Baker to be the new PPG Secretary, and this was confirmed. Complete. 
 
Action iii: All members to forward suitable newsletter items to AC on an ongoing basis. 
AC received few items for the Christmas Newsletter, but still produced a helpful and fun document to 
be distributed. Ongoing 
 
Action iv: IB to identify current ‘Community Lead’ at Phoenix Community Housing and pass to SP for 
resumption of discussions.  
IB identified Phoenix Community lead and passed details to SP. 
c/f Action iv: SP to revive discussions with Phoenix and update PPG. Ongoing 

 
c/f Action v: PM & JH to update website to aid patients to reduce pressure on other communication 
areas. PM advised the new patient information pack to be placed on website asap to give clearer 
signposting. Required. 
 
Action vi: All PPG Members to identify potential improvements to website for AC to pass on to the 
Practice. Ongoing. 
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SP advised the surgery website would move onto the Modality website in the New Year, as part of the 
merger, which should provide better and clearer signposting to other services. South Lewisham Group 
Practice (SLGP) would still be able to add much of the practice information onto the website 
 
Action vii: A Wellbeing Co-ordinator to attend the Golden Agers coffee morning and talk to attendees 
about their role. 
This was confirmed with the first coffee morning on the 7 January at 10.30-12.00. Required. 
 
Action viii: AC to liaise with Carers Lewisham to arrange resuming monthly visits. 
AC confirmed done meeting 2nd Wednesday of each month. Details of this were now on the website. 
Complete 
 
Action ix: Wellbeing Coordinators to attend future Committee meetings when possible. 
KW attended, and it is the intention that one of the Wellbeing Coordinators attend whenever feasible. 
 
Action x: AC to amend and update PPG records 
AC & JH had been through the PPG membership records, which have now been updated, but show a 
decline in numbers from 80 to 70. Complete. 
 
Action xi: All Committee Members provide feedback on current services to AC to collate and forward 
to SP. 
This was done, with a compilation of the feedback provided to SLGP. Complete. 
 
c/f Action xii: CP to draft function and aims of the Wellbeing service, and forward to AC, to be included 
in next PPG Newsletter.  
CP and KW will provide this in time for the next meeting.  
 
Action xiii: AC to schedule PPG Committee Members meetings every 2 months, commencing in mid-
December. Ongoing 
 
Action xiv: SP to arrange for appropriately detailed data to be compiled and distributed to PPG 
Committee members in advance of each meeting. 
SP apologised not done for this meeting and will endeavour to do so in future. 
 

3. SLGP Performance (key indicators – targets v. actual) 
 

SP presented an initial range of performance display data mostly showing the changes in activity 
between the periods Jan-Mar 2020 and Jan-Mar 2021, in the areas of email, appointments, visits, SMS 
(texts), and telephone and video appointments. Some of the key points noted were: 

 Emails – although showing a large drop in numbers dealt with (being 873 in 2020 against 391 
2021) this was mainly because of reduced Practice Admin staff and the coding’s needed. 

 Appointments – These were largely similar in numbers, but appointments were now longer and 
considerably more complex as patients often arrived with multiple needs (mainly because of 
Covid keeping them away from the surgery). 

 Home Visits – These continued at a similar level (142 in 2020 against 146 in 2021) but were 
now also being supported by GP visiting from the Lewisham Federation, which improved speed 
of response and allowed GP’s to focus on triage and appointments at the surgery. 

 SMS (texts) – were now better used to communicate (out) to patients, increasing from 5,000 to 
over 6,200 per quarter, although there was no real capacity to accept reply/incoming texts 
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 Telephone appointments – have increased massively (2379 in 2020 against 5143 in 2021) as 
these are the most effective means to initially screen patients, and seem to be generally 
accepted. 

 
Other points made were: 
 
SP wished to circulate the recent GP Patient Survey 2020/21 to the Committee, so will send to IB to 
forward to Committee. The survey was generally in keeping with expectations, noting 
improvements in telephone answering (now with a 54% satisfaction rating, against a 60-70% 
comparable average), and available staffing numbers being an issue for response times, along with 
improvements in ‘signposting’ which was a requirement. 
 
SP also noted the potential recruitment of 2 good new Partners, to supplement the current 4 in the 
Modality Partnership; but also the difficulties of recruiting experienced Nurse Practitioners, with a 
bigger problem of shortages of Administration staff mainly caused by Covid and longer term 
absences. 
 
Action: SP to forward the GP Patient Survey, with actions, for IB to circulate to the Committee 
  
SP also indicated his desire to provide useful data on SLGP Performance, and it was agreed that this 
should be in the broad areas of: 

 Pressures on the service (all areas/channels, possibly married with ‘soft’ outcomes) 

 Accessibility (all channels) 

 Staffing (Full Time Equivalent posts v. Actual staff availability) 

 Survey data 
 
AC raised the issue of long telephone wait times, and the seeming loss of the automated facility for 
call-back. PM noted that the ‘queue buster’ facility on the telephone system had not been working, 
but should be fixed and restored next week. 
Action: PM to confirm the restoration of the telephone ‘queue buster’ facility 

 
4. PPG Observations & Feedback 

The combined Committee feedback was noted. 
 

5. Practice Update 
SP updated the Committee on all of the following key areas: 
 

 Healthwatch Surgery Report 
Healthwatch have currently over 320 patient reviews on their website, with SLGP achieving a 4* 
rating out of 5* (which is above average). There is a mix of feedback on the site, but there are no 
real surprises. 

 

 Care Quality Commission (CQC) 
The CQC are inspecting on Friday, and SLGP are seen as ‘at risk’ because of the planned Modality 
merger transition, and the next merger stages will require a current CQC report. This is clearly the 
focus of most effort at the Practice at the current time. As yet the CQC has not reached out to AC 
to agree a date and time for a meeting, with her plus one other.  

 

 Modality merger 
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SLGP, the Jenner and Bellingham merged as a partnership 2-3 years ago, each keeping their 
individual contract with NHS England; which, whilst realistic at the time may, in reconsideration, 
not have been such a wise choice to enable longer term merging and reorganisation. 
 
The three Practices are now in a full merger process, where they will retain their partnership status 
within Modality, but operate as a ‘Division,’ which will align with a Primary Care Network (PCN), 
with the features of 1 contract with NHS England, 1 practice list of all patients, the ability to more 
easily move staff between sites and pressured areas, offer a range of new Central Services (e.g. a 
Pharmacy Hub), and easier sharing of good practice. All this is with the aim of providing better 
quality of care and results, within the NHS funding limits. Many essential ‘functions’ will be shared 
between the three sites (e.g. Finance, IT, Purchasing etc.) to promote better practice and 
efficiency. 
 
It was noted that the patient ‘needs’ across the three Practices vary substantially, and some care 
will be needed to assess and use the available data to continue to meet those needs, as the merger 
progresses. 
 
The merger is underway, and its development and was expected to take at least 12 months to 
conclude, with a number of legal and administrative hurdles to meet along the way. The aim is to 
have the Practices merged by April 2022 
 

 E-Consult 
SP advised that there were no plans to change the current E-Consult process, but the balance 
across the various access channels (phone, reception, web, email, and video) would need to be 
kept under review. 

 

 Practice services 
Immunisation rates are keeping up well, with smear tests also continuing well. However breast 
screening rates need to be improved, and are receiving more focus, but the midwifery service has 
not yet been reinstated. The physiotherapy service is now functioning again. 

 

 Phlebotomy clinic 
SP recorded that the centralised phlebotomy service was initially a nightmare, as phone access to 
book appointments was massively under resourced, and it also faced a serious national ‘bottle’ 
shortage for many weeks. However, the new online appointment booking arrangement, combined 
with additional phone staff, has made a huge improvement to patient experiences (confirmed by 
IB’s recent personal experience). 

 

 Covid  
The Covid vaccination programme continues to be run from the Jenner site, primarily because they 
have the physical space, and the programme is going well. However, greater efforts are required to 
improve the Influenza vaccination take-up though. 
 
The current arrangements have been managed by Partners using their non-clinical time to oversee 
and manage the Covid programme (with no clinics being badly affected). SP noted it was unclear 
what arrangements would be needed from January 2022, but there was a widespread belief that 
the current arrangements would need to continue.  
 
It is hoped that the introduction of the new anti-viral tablets for Covid may have positive 
consequences for those suffering with adverse reactions to the currently injected anti-virals.  
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6. Wellbeing Coordinator Update 

KW thanked the Committee for the invitation to attend, and noted that most referrals came from GP’s, 
Medical staff, with some self-referral. The (2) Wellbeing Coordinators will continue to work through 
Christmas, and cover the three Practices between them. 
 
The complexion of their work tended to be related to mental health and depression, with a fair 
amount of signposting to other available services, to address often very complex personal and family 
needs. Most work is undertaken over the telephone, which seems to be preferred by clients, but small 
numbers of face to face meetings are still taking place. Waiting times to be ‘seen’ can vary from 1-4 
weeks, and the pressures on the service continue to be significant. 
 

7. PPG Activity Update 
AC reported that, with the assistance of IB, the PPG Constitution and its Aims & Objectives had been 
reviewed, along with a new Data & Privacy policy, although the Aims and Objectives paper was still in 
abeyance whilst consideration was given to some later inputs.  
 
AC had completed issue 12 of the PPG newsletter, which was now ready for general distribution, and 
was liked by the committee. This will be distributed to all patients who have signed up for it through 
the practice website, PPG members and copies placed in the surgery. 
 
AC reported she was still running a ‘Network’ of relevant contacts to exchange useful and beneficial 
information, and was keeping a spreadsheet of groups and organisations, websites, support lines etc.  
for signposting purposes. 
 
AC said that the Golden Agers coffee mornings , run in collaboration with Ageing Well in Lewisham, 
have now been re-established, and will take place on the first Friday of every month, with various 
speakers being arranged. Speakers booked so far: - January the Wellbeing Co-ordinators at Modality, 
February SELCE (energy advisors) and March Table Talk (signposting to information and advice for 
older residents) 

 
8. Any Other Business  

 
a. Exercise Classes – Regrettably, the regular exercise classes have not been re-established, 

primarily because they were no longer financially viable. DC helpfully noted that a step-class 
was being run on Mondays at 11 am at the Catford Wanderers facility on Southend Lane, which 
could offer an alternative for anyone interested. 

b. PPG Application Form – AC noted that the current PPG application form needed updating. SP 
and IB wondered at the need for a complex application at the outset, as we should try and 
make it as easy as possible for anyone to sign-up. We only require a name and contact details 
at the outset, and can ask for voluntary equal-opportunities data after sign-up.  
Action: SP to review with JH and PM and pass details to AC who will then amend form to be 
placed on website and in surgery. 

c. Good Thinking UK – KW took the opportunity to recommend the ‘Good-Thinking.UK’ NHS 
approved website, which offers good resources and signposting support to a host of services 
including young people, bereavement, employers & employees, faith communities, as well as 
advice on managing stress, sleep issues, etc. and pointing to free online apps. 

 
9. Date of Next Meeting 

It was agreed that meetings should be every 2 months, with the next meeting in Early February 2022. 
Action: AC to schedule PPG Committee meetings for every 2 months. 
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Meeting Carried Forward and New Action Points Summary 
 
Action i: PM to consider suitable content now for waiting room screen and arrange screen update. 
 
Action ii: SP to contact Phoenix Community Housing Community Lead and recommence discussions 
started keeping PPG updated.  
 
Action iii: PM/JH to update website to aid patients to reduce pressure on other communication areas 
and also add the new patient information pack. 
 
Action iv: All PPG Members to identify potential improvements to website for AC to pass on to the 
Practice.  
 
Action v: A Wellbeing Co-ordinator to attend the Golden Agers coffee morning and talk to attendees 
about their role. 

 
Action vii: CP to draft function and aims of the Wellbeing service, and forward to AC, to be included in 
next PPG Newsletter. 
 
Action viii: SP to arrange for appropriately detailed data to be compiled and distributed to PPG 
Committee members in advance of each meeting. 
 
Action ix: SP to forward the GP Patient Survey, with actions, for IB to circulate to the Committee 
 
Action x: PM to confirm the restoration of the telephone ‘queue buster’ facility 
 
Action xi: SP to review PPG application form with JH and PM and pass details to AC who will then 
amend form to be placed on website and in surgery. 
 
Ongoing Action: AC to schedule PPG Committee meetings for every 2 months. 
 


